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ABSTRACT
Consistency of relevance judgments is a vital issue for the construction of test collections in information retrieval. As human
relevance assessments are costly, and large collections can contain
many documents of varying relevance, collecting reliable judgments is a critical component to building reusable test collections.
We explore the impact of document presentation order on human
relevance assessments. Our primary goal is to determine if assessor
disagreement can be minimized through the order in which documents are presented to assessors. To achieve this goal, we compare
two commonly used presentation orderings with a new ordering
designed to aid assessors to more easily discriminate between relevant and non-relevant documents. By carefully controlling the
presentation ordering, assessors can more quickly converge on
a consistent notion of relevance during the assessment exercise,
leading to higher overall judging agreement. In addition, important
interactions between presentation ordering and topic difficulty on
assessor agreement are highlighted. Our findings suggest that document presentation order does indeed have a substantial impact
on assessor agreement , and that our new ordering is more robust
than previous approaches across a variety of different topic types.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Test collections are at the heart of information retrieval (IR) evaluation, and the Cranfield projects which started in early 1960s
provided a foundation for the methodologies used today to evaluate IR systems [9, 18, 32]. Many highly influential IR evaluation
campaigns have built on these foundations, including TREC [48],
NTCIR [23], CLEF [5] and FIRE [33]. Test collections are the most
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widely-used approach for evaluating the effectiveness of information retrieval systems [36], and human relevance assessments – indicating the responsiveness of answer items to a search topic – are
the most resource-intensive component when creating such evaluation testbeds, requiring time, cognitive effort, and often money.
The introduction of graded relevance levels in most recent test collections [19] has further increased the costs, as collecting credible
and consistent relevance judgments using human assessors is impacted by the greater range of possible subjective interpretations
of relevance introduced by graded relevance levels [46].
The introduction of crowdsourced relevance judgments has provided a relatively low-cost and fast method of creating new relevance assessments, but with an associated risk that such assessments may be of lower quality, and with lower agreement between
assessors, if the judgments are not collected carefully [17, 26, 40].
Various factors have been shown to affect how assessors judge
documents, including topic familiarity [4], topic knowledge [31]
and the degree of document relevance that is encountered early in
the judging process [38].
Recent work has demonstrated that the level of agreement between assessors can be used to gauge the quality of the relevance
judgments [12]. In this work, we investigate two key variables –
presentation ordering and topic difficulty – and study their impact
on assessor agreement. A user’s understanding of a pre-defined
topic can have a strong effect on their ability to distinguish between
relevant and non-relevant documents, and priming is a well-known
technique which can reduce relevance drift as assessors judge documents [38, 45]. Leveraging these concepts, we propose a new
presentation ordering technique that interleaves the most and least
likely relevant documents; we call this approach Interleaved Likelihood of Relevance (ILR). Our study aims to determine if assessor
disagreement can be directly minimized through the order in which
documents are presented to assessors. The key idea is to maximize the difference between relevant and non-relevant documents
presented to assessors, so they can more quickly converge on a consistent notion of relevance during the assessment exercise. We show
that ILR is more resilient to variance in topic difficulty, and leads
to higher overall agreement, than two more common presentation
orderings which are widely used to gather relevance judgments in
building test collections – Decreasing Likelihood of Relevance (DLR)
and Random Likelihood of Relevance (RLR).
The following research questions are investigated:
RQ1: What is the relationship between user-based and system-based
notions of topic difficulty?
RQ2: How does presentation ordering affect inter-rater agreement
when judging the relevance of documents?

RQ3: How do system- and user-based notions of difficulty for a topic
interact with presentation order when judging the relevance of documents?
Contributions. In order to answer these questions, we conducted
a large user study of 96 users across 8 topics of varying difficulty.
We adopt a Gold Benchmarking experimental setup, where the
relevance assessment task is set up independently of any existing
relevance information (but existing relevance judgments can be
used to validate the quality of the setup, if available). We analyze
inter-rater agreement and interactions between topic difficulty and
order of document presentation to address our research questions.
Finally, we introduce a new method of document presentation
ordering (ILR) which maximizes agreement, consistency and the
quality of relevance judgments in building reusable test collections.

2

RELATED WORK

Human relevance judgments are crucial in the formation of test
collections for IR system evaluation. The judgments gathered from
human assessors are subjective and likely to result in some level
of disagreement [11, 37, 42]. The implications of this are two-fold.
First, inter-rater agreement may not be high [25], and second, effectiveness scores from test collections using judgments from a single
assessor may be inconsistent [36]. As a result, the magnitude of system effectiveness scores might change if results are computed using
judgments from different human assessors; which might impact
relative system orderings during benchmark comparisons [47].
According to Bailey et al. [4], human assessors creating relevance judgments fall into three classes: gold, silver or bronze. Gold
standard assessors are topic authors and subject experts at the same
time, and are sources of the highest quality judgments. This class
of assessment has been common in TREC ad hoc tasks, for example, but is typically difficult or costly to obtain when creating new
test collections. Silver assessors are domain experts who are not
topic originators. Bronze assessors are those who are neither topic
originators nor subject experts, as might typically be the case when
employing crowdworkers to conduct relevance assessments.
Identifying and controlling the influencing factors of relevance
assessment has an important role in the consistency of judgments
collected from two or more assessors; and hence a reusable test
collection. Eisenberg and Barry [15], Huang and Wang [22] investigated the relationship between document presentation order and
relevance judgment. They concluded that relevance scores are overestimated when using increasing relevance document presentation
ordering; and underestimated when documents are presented in a
decreasing relevance level order.
Research on relevance assessment exercises has found that agreement can also be influenced by topic difficulty [2] in a crowdsourcing platform. The study asked assessors to rate topics on a scale
of 1 (easy) to 5 (very difficulty), and found an inverse correlation
between agreement and difficulty. This work differs from ours in
several ways. First, our study selects topics of various system and
user difficulty levels. Second our main focus is the interplay between topic difficulty, presentation order and agreement, and not
about the minimizing the cost of gathering relevance assessments
with crowdsourcing platforms. Third, our experiment is a lab-based
user study, together with a new crowd-sourced study to investigate

user-based notions of topic difficulty. Finally, in our study, the
number of relevant documents presented to assessors is estimated
using the distribution of relevance in the collection.
Inter-rater agreement and inter-rater reliability are related concepts with a few technical differences [16, 29]. Agreement refers the
degree which ratings of two or more judges are identical, whereas
reliability relates to rater concordance in the relative ordering of
subjects under investigation. Higher agreement means different
judges assign exactly the same value for each judgment; higher
reliability on the other hand indicates the relative “ordering” of all
judgments between all of the assessors are consistent. These two
concepts are commonly used to quantify the quality of judgments in
crowdsourcing experiments [17, 26, 40]. Kazai [26] used agreement
to clean assessments using gold standard judgments, and found
that the quality of relevance judgments was improved. Grady and
Lease [17] suggested that it is more efficient and effective to collect
fewer assessments when agreement is higher.
Scales of ratings used can impact both agreement and reliability. For example, a binary scale is more likely to produce higher
agreement due to the probability of ratings being similar; but the
same scale might have lower reliability because a mismatch yields
an inverted relative ordering unlike ratings on a scale of more than
two choices [27]. Using too many levels in a rating scale could
overwhelm assessors and lead to lower inter-rater agreement [17].
While the optimal number of levels, and the meaning assigned
to them, is an open issue [7], we adopt the widely-used 4-level
relevance scale as defined by Sormunen [41] and Kekäläinen [27].
In this research, managing the order in which documents are
presented to assessors and the interaction of document presentation
ordering and topic difficulty will be examined as a proposal to
maximize and improve consistency of relevance assessment.

3

METHODOLOGY

Evaluating the effectiveness of an IR system often relies on the
construction of a test collection. A test collection has queries, documents and a set of relevance judgments indicating which documents
are relevant to which query. The relevance judgments are typically
created manually by human assessors.
In a relevance assessment task, bronze class assessors (i.e. those
who are not the creators of the test topic, nor subject experts in
the topic’s domain, such as would for example be the typical case
where relevance judgments are crowdsourced), together with some
existing gold standard judgments can be used in one of two ways.
The first alternative is to use gold judgments to inform the design
of a relevance assessment task. That is, the selection of documents
and topics for an experiment are based on the information available
from existing gold assessments [2, 13, 14]. We refer to this as Gold
Guided Design.
A second alternative is to set up a relevance assessment task
independent of the information available in the gold assessment;
and to potentially use gold assessments (if available) to benchmark
various aspects of the assessment results [35, 47]. We refer to this
as Gold Benchmarking. Our study is based on the later alternative.
Damessie et al. [14] investigated the effect of document ordering
and topic difficulty on assessor agreement using a Gold Guided
Design. The study experimented with two commonly used document ordering techniques in IR evaluation campaigns: relevance
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order [34] and document identifier order [48]. With relevance ordering, documents are presented to assessors from highest to least
relevant for a topic; and in document identifier order, documents
are ordered using the TREC assigned document identifier, from here
on referred to as docID. Their study found higher inter-rater agreement for docID order than relevance order. The higher agreement
for docID order was explained with what they called the “surprise
effect”. That is, documents presented in decreasing relevance order
are subject to relevance underestimation due to highly relevant
documents being seen early in the assessment list [15, 22]. For
docID order, relevant documents are spread across the assessment
list and interspersed with non-relevant documents, creating the
“surprise effect” and allowing assessors to more easily distinguish
relevant documents from non-relevant ones.
There were two major caveats of the Damessie et al. [14] study.
First, when creating a new test collection, relevance judgments
are rarely available for pre-sorting documents prior to presenting
them to assessment. Second, while docID order may create a “surprise effect” as reported in the study, this is not a given. Figure 1
shows the results of a simulation carried out using the TREC 7
and 8 collections, where thirty documents were sampled randomly
from 5 topics, and then presented in either docID (D) or random
(R) order, shown as pairs of rows. As can be seen, relevant documents often cluster together in docID order. This is due to the
document collections from TREC 7 and 8 being composed of several
different sub-collections from different NewsWire sources, with
each document being named with a prefix string that identifies its
sub-collection of origin. Relevant documents can often occur predominantly in a single sub-collection, and after down-sampling to a
smaller number of documents, and then sorting by docID, relevant
documents from the same sub-collection are more likely to co-occur.
Damessie et al. [14] also found that topic difficulty can impact interrater agreement in addition to document ordering. System easy
topics (topics that have a high AP score for many different systems)
tend to have a higher overall inter-rater agreement than system
difficult topics. However, their study was small, did not compare
interaction effects between topic difficulty and presentation ordering, used a Gold Guided Design, and did not provide any insights
into how to operationalize the “surprise effect”.
As this work is closest to our own, we leverage their framework and lessons learned to further investigate how document
presentation order influences agreement. To this end, we set up
an experiment with three different document presentation orderings. Two common orderings are used as a baseline – Decreasing
Likelihood of Relevance (DLR) and Random Likelihood of Relevance
(RLR), which are both adaptations of commonly used during test
collection construction exercises at international IR evaluation campaigns [34, 48], but without unexpected consequences of document
clustering observed in docID ordering as we are using the same
test collection. In addition, we propose a new presentation ordering called Interleaved Likelihood of Relevance (ILR) where a careful
combination of those documents that are most and least likely to
be relevant are interleaved and presented to the user.
Note that our investigation is not based on Gold Guided Design
principles. Rather, we explore the notion of likelihood of relevance.
The likelihood ordering which approximates a decreasing relevance
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Figure 1: Position of relevant documents simulated for randomly selected 5 topics for a sample of 30 documents ordered using TREC identifer (D) and random method (R). Red
shows the position of non-relevant documents and green
shows the position of relevant documents. The gray shaded
region highlights documents in a topic ordering using both
methods.
order (DLR) is derived directly from NTCIRPOOL [35], a pseudorelevance approach based on the number or runs that return a
document (the higher the better), and the sum of document rank
positions in ranked lists (the lower the rank, the better). RLR is
produced by randomly shuffling the documents from the DLR list.
Our new approach, ILR, is motivated directly by the surprise effect
reported by Damessie et al. [14].
As previously explained, we also consider the influence of topic
difficulty, from both a system and a user perspective. Since these
factors will influence the choices of documents for our main study,
we next describe a crowdsourcing study on the issue of measuring
user-perceived topic difficulty.

3.1

Crowdsourcing Study: User Difficulty

Our first user study was conducted via crowdsourcing, using the
CrowdFlower platform.1 The goal of the used study was two-fold.
First, we wanted to better understand the relationship between
user difficulty (a human user’s perception of how difficult a topic
is) and system difficulty (a measure of how difficult it is for the
system to supply a good ranked results list). We also wanted to
select appropriate topics for a controlled user study (presented
in the next section) and therefore we needed to identify topics
of varying difficulty for the experiment. The CrowdFlower study
made use of a subset of topics and documents from a collection
created by Sormunen [41], where a set of 41 topics from the TREC-7
and TREC-8 test collections were re-judged on a 4-level relevance
scale. We set out to select a subset of 8 topics from this set, as
this corresponded to our available resources for the subsequent
lab-based user study. Selection was carried out on the basis of both
system and user difficulty.
System difficulty. System difficulty aims to capture the notion
of how hard it is for a retrieval system to supply a good ranked
results list in response to a topic. We make use of Average Average
Precision (AAP), calculated using the average of Average Precision
(AP) values for a topic across all systems [24, 30]:
1 www.crowdflower.com

Table 1: Questions used for estimating topic difficulty from
a user perspective.
No.

Question

1.
2.
3.
4.

How interested are you to learn more about the topic?
How much do you already know about the topic?
How clear is the information need for the topic?
How difficult do you think it will be to search for
information for the topic?
How difficult do you think it will be to determine the
relevance of documents for the topic?
Overall how difficult do you think the topic is?

5.
6.

AAP (t j ) =

m
1 X
AP (si ,t j ).
m i=1

Note that AAP is the mean AP for a single topic for many different systems, while MAP is the mean AP across multiple topics
for a single system. In our experiments, AAP was calculated for
the topics of the 2004 Robust track (which included topics from the
TREC-7 and TREC-8 test collections with dual binary and 3-level
ordinal relevance judgments) for the 110 runs that participated in
the track. Following the approach by Carterette et al. [8] to classify
topics as system easy (SE), system medium (SM) and system hard
(SH ), we split topics into three classes based on AAP scores, leading
to a classification of the 41 topics into: 12(29%) SE category, with
AAP scores in the range (0.3, 1]; 13(32%) SM category, with AAP
scores in the range [0.3, 0.196); and 16(39%) SH category, with AAP
scores in the range (0.196, 0]. The difference in the number of topics
in the classes is due to some topics having the same AAP score.
User difficulty. We estimated user topic difficulty using the 6 questions shown in Table 1, similar to those proposed by Crescenzi et al.
[10]. Users were asked to supply answers to these questions on a
5-point Likert scale. Each of the 41 topics was crowdsourced and
received 10 assessments, five in each of two scenarios. In the first,
workers rated the questions after being shown only the TREC topic
statements. In the second case, workers were additionally shown
two documents – one highly relevant, and one non-relevant – based
on the original Sormunen relevance judgments.
Cronbach’s α [44] was used to analyze the internal consistency
between question items measuring topic difficulty: Q4, Q5 and Q6.
Cronbach’s α scores are between 0 and 1, and values above 0.7
are usually considered acceptable to validate consistency between
items. Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a compatible measure
of further analysis when an analysis shifts from individual items
to composites [3]. Hence, we used SEM with a scaling factor to
form a composite of the individual question items measuring the
construct factor user difficulty.
The topics were then sorted using the composite of user difficulty
– the smaller the value, the easier the users think the topic is. Finally,
the topics were split into 3 equal sized classes: 14 as user easy UE;
13 as user medium UM; and 14 as user hard UH . The results and
analysis of this modeling are presented in Section 4.1.

Table 2: Topics and the intersection of their user and system
difficulty classes; the class label is a combination of U (User),
S (System), E (Easy), M (Medium) and H (Hard).
Topic ID

Query

Class

#364
#420

rabies
carbon monoxide poisoning

UE & SE
UE & SE

#393
#442

mercy killing
heroic acts

UE & SH
UE & SH

#385

hybrid fuel cars

UE & SM

#400

amazon rain forest

UH & SE

#416

three gorges project

UH & SM

#440

child labor

UH & SH

Final Topic Selection. The final set of 8 topics were selected using
the intersection of the system difficulty and user difficulty categories. Table 2 shows topics and their classes with respect to user
self rating and AAP score.
Using the 8 topics, the study will analyze if the concept of user
topic difficulty is shared between CrowdFlower and lab user study
groups; and can be measured uniformly using a set of self rating
scales between the two groups in order to resolve RQ1.

3.2

Lab Study: Relevance Judging and
Presentation Order

To investigate the influence of presentation order when judging
documents, as well as the interaction with system and user topic
difficulty (RQ2 and RQ3), we carried out a lab-based user study.
Participants and Study Design. A total of 96 participants took
part in the user study, which involved making document relevance
assessments. 8 participants abandoned the experiment at different
stages of the study, and 4 participants used an invalid age (indicating
that they were over 60 when this clearly was not true, casting
doubt on the quality of their participation); this data was excluded
from the final analysis. The assessments from the remaining 96
assessors (39 female, 56 male and one who preferred not to respond)
constituted the analyzed data. Assessors were between the ages of
21 and 39 (mean = 30.01 and SD = 5.02), and 41% of the participants
were undergraduate students at RMIT University.
Using a 5-point Likert-scale question “I use a search engine like
Google, Bing or Yahoo everyday” (1: strongly disagree to 5: strongly
agree), most participants (92) classified themselves as regular users
of web search engines (mean = 4.59 and SD = 0.642) and for the
question “I am good at finding information using a search engine
like Google, Bing or Yahoo” (1 strongly disagree to 5 strongly agree),
most participants (87) consider themselves good at finding information using search engines (mean = 4.46 and SD = 0.72). The subjects
participated voluntarily in the experiment, and were compensated
for attending with an AU$20 gift voucher.
In this experiment, a between-subjects design was adopted due
to the expected runtime for each topic. To investigate the effect of
the research variable document presentation order (DLR, RLR, and
ILR), each participant completed a subset of two out of the set of

eight possible topics (selected as described previously). Each topic
requires making 30 document judgments. Since timing and fatigue
is known to impact user study results [28], estimated participation
time was kept to 1 hour, and each assessor was asked to complete 2
topics, giving an average of one minute per document. The presentation sequence for the topic and document ordering variables were
counter-balanced across the participants to minimize potential experimental ordering effects [28]; across all participants, every topic
was evenly shown with the three different document orderings.
All participants spent around 60 minutes in a controlled laboratory setting to complete their entire task. A script detailing the aim
and process of the relevance assessment task was prepared and read
out to each individual participant. After participants agreed and
signed the consent form, they proceeded to a training exercise. The
training exercise is similar to the actual assessment task where a
search topic and two documents are displayed, with one document
being shown at a time and taking up a full page. Participants were
then presented with a pre-experiment questionnaire gathering basic
demographic information and familiarity with web search. Following the pre-experiment questionnaire, participants proceeded to the
main task. Here, each page of an assessment task displays a topic,
a document, and radio buttons of the relevance grades available for
assessors to rate documents. A document is the only variable that
changes on a page. Following the main assessment of 30 unique
documents for a topic, a post-hoc questionnaire about the topic
just completed is presented to ask about their interest, knowledge,
information need clarity, the difficulty to search information, difficulty to determine document relevance, and overall topic difficulty,
each using a 5-point Likert-scale (1: strongly disagree to 5: strongly
agree). Assessors were then afforded a 10 minute break before
proceeding to a second topic, with a similar procedure, except that
the pre-experiment questionnaire was presented only once per
assessor.
Topics and dataset. The dataset used in the lab user study is the
same as that of the dataset used in the crowdsourcing experiment,
with topics selected as detailed in Section 3.1. Topics and the corresponding system and user difficulty categories that they fall into
are shown in Table 3. Eight were ultimately selected from these
classes for the experiment, as detailed in Section 4.1.
Document Sampling. Participants were asked to judge the relevance of 30 documents for each topic. Therefore, 30 documents
from the TREC 7 and 8 test collections were sampled for each of
the 8 selected topics. The documents were sampled from document
pools, formed using contributing runs from the particular test collection. A run was considered to be a contributing run if all of the the
top 100 documents of the run have explicit judgments in the official
TREC relevance files. A total of 103 and 129 runs were submitted
to TREC 7 and TREC 8 respectively, of which 51 in TREC 7 and 60
in TREC 8 passed our contributing run filter.
A pool was formed and sorted using the NTCIRPOOL [35] approach. Here, documents are first sorted based on a count of the
number of contributing runs that returned the document, in decreasing order. Ties are resolved based on the sum of the rank
positions at which documents were retrieved in the runs, in increasing order. Table 5 shows the total number of documents in the pool

Table 3: Topic pools based on the intersection of users rating
and AAP score. * indicates classes from which topics are not
drawn for our user study.
Class

Topic ID

U E ∩ SE

#364, #351, #420, #392

U E ∩ SH

#372, #427, #445, #388, #393, #442

6

U E ∩ SM

#407, #385, #408, #428

4

U H ∩ SE

#365, #400, #396

3

U H ∩ SH

#355, #387, #362, #440, #378, #437

6

U H ∩ SM

#402, #416, #373, #358, #353

5

UM

∩ SE *

#410, #403, #431, #415, #418

5

UM

∩ SH *

#405, #399, #421, #448

4

UM

∩ SM *

#377, #360, #414, #384

4

Total

Total
4

41

and number of unique documents for each of the topics used in our
study.
To obtain a set of 30 documents for each topic, the top 5 and
bottom 5 documents are taken from the fully sorted list for that
topic. The remaining 20 documents were selected by sampling at
regular intervals from the remaining N − 10 documents in the lists.
The top and bottom 5 documents were included with the aim of
making a number of “best” and “worst” documents available for
each topic.
Document ordering. Recall that we aim to explore three possible
orderings: expected decreasing likelihood of relevance (DLR) and
random likelihood of relevance (RLR) – two commonly used document ordering methods in human relevance assessment exercises –
and ILR, our proposed approach that maximizes a surprise factor.
We operationalize surprise by estimating the “true” relevance
distribution for a set of documents to be judged. Then the subset
of most likely to be relevant is interleaved with the subset of most
likely to be non-relevant (from most likely to least likely) in order
to maximize the surprise effect. We hypothesize that this ordering
should significantly increase agreement across assessors. In detail,
the ILR method is a three stage process (see Figure 2) where:
• In stage I , the assessment list is ordered using DLR order which
is produced by NTCIRPOOL. Note that alternative techniques
could be used to derive this ordering. We use NTCIRPOOL as this
approach has been shown to be correlated with actual document
relevance [35], and for reproducibility purposes.
• In stage II , the DLR list is divided into equally sized blocks. One
of the blocks contains documents which are expected to be relevant. An estimation of proportions of relevance is obtained by
considering data external to the set of 8 topics that were selected
for this study. For example, in TREC 7, 6% of the documents
were relevant; assuming the same percentage, for a topic drawn
from this collection that has 961 unique documents in a pool,
around 58 documents would be expected to be relevant. When
scaled to 30 documents being judged, we expect ≈ 6 of them to

Stage I

Block 2
Block 5
Block 3
Block 4
Block 5

Block 4

Block 3

Block 6
Block 2

Interleaved Likelihood Relevance (ILR)

Block 6

Randomize each block independently and combine blocks

Decreasing Likelihood of Relevance (DLR)

Block 1

Figure 2: Interleaved ordering as a three stage process. The
blocks highlighted in green indicate documents which are
most likely to be relevant. The number of documents selected is based on an estimate of how many documents are
likely to be relevant on average per topic in the collection.

be relevant. The top block which contains the “most likely to be
relevant” documents is used to insert a relevant document into
each of the remaining blocks, that are then ordered bottom up.
For example, the first block of documents presented to a user is a
set of 6 documents consisting of the 5 lowest ranking documents,
plus the highest ranking document injected to maximize the
difference between relevant and non-relevant.
• In stage III , each of the blocks are randomized independently,
and then combined to form the final assessment list.
Experimental design summary. Figure 3 shows the experimental design procedure and a sample of the experiment interface. As
can been seen, each assessor completes an introduction and training phase, followed by a pre-experiment questionnaire. Assessors
use a unique user identifier assigned to them to complete the preexperiment questionnaire, which gathers basic demographic and
background information about assessor’s web and search engine
usage experience. Assessors are then directed to the first topic,
followed by the post-hoc questionnaires described in Table 1. This
is followed by the second topic, and another post-hoc questionnaire.
A 10 minute break is provided between the two topics.
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Title: rabies

Stage III

Stage II

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Each assessor judged two of the eight topics, therefore we collected
5,760 data points (96 assessors × 2 topics × 30 documents). We focused on the two main research variables as effects of the document
order (ILR, DLR and RLR) and difficulty (user difficulty: easy and
hard, and system difficulty: easy, medium, and hard).
To investigate our research questions, we introduced a method to
classify the user topic difficulty as user easy, user medium and user
hard topics for RQ1, and we measured the inter-rater agreement

Introduction & Training

Description: Identify documents discussing cases where
rabies have been confirmed and what, if anything, is
being done about it.

Pre-Experiment Questionnaire

Narratives: A relevant document identifies confirmed
cases of rabies and may contain actions taken to correct
the problem.
Jerusalem THE JERUSALEM POST

Topic -I

Post Topic-I Questionnaire

Topic-II

Post Topic-II Questionnaire

A dramatic increase in rabies cases last year iscausing
concern at the National Veterinary Service, whichreported 70 cases in 1993, the highest number since 1957.
Therewere only 46 reported cases in 1992.
"The increase -- which is very worrying -- is because
of therising incidents among foxes and jackals," said
ChiefVeterinarian Avner Shimshoni. "It shows that

Highly relevant
Relevant
Marginally relevant
Non relevant

Next

Figure 3: Procedure of the experimental design.
between our assessors for the RQ2 regarding the effect of presentation order. We then compared our user’s judgments and the gold
standard, for RQ3 – the interaction between the topic difficulty and
document ordering.
Several analysis techniques are used in this study. First, to quantify the notion of user topic difficulty, we used structural equation
modeling (SEM) [3, 21] with scaling and t-testing to compare the
ratings of the lab and CrowdFlower assessors. Second, we adopted
a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) [6] with a binomial
distribution and a logit function when comparing for gold standard agreement. We acknowledge that there may be individual
differences which are caused by using between-subject design, and
participant familiarity with web search. To consider the individual
differences, we adopted a mixed model instead of a generalized
linear model (GLM), because the random effect between subjects
(σs2 ) were greater than the standard error. If a significant effect
was observed, we ran a post-hoc analysis test using standard error
of differences (SEDs) to find the specific pairs responsible for the
difference. Third, Krippendorff’s α [20, 43] was used as a chancecorrected measure of agreement, between two or more assessors,
and between assessors and the gold standard.

4.1

User Topic Difficulty

We conducted two crowdsourcing experiments using CrowdFlower
to analyze topic difficulty from a user perspective. In the first
experiment, assessors were provided with only TREC topics to
rate topics using the questions in Table 1. We employed the same
questions for the second experiment, but assessors were shown one
highly relevant and one non-relevant document along with each of
the topics. Ordering of the relevant and non-relevant documents
was balanced, so that half of the participants received the documents
in each ordering. The aim of including these example documents
was to study whether this additional information has an impact on
user perception of topic difficulty.
We computed the Cronbach’s α score between Q4, Q5 and Q6 to
measure the consistency of the questions for user topic difficulty,
and the scores are 0.90 and 0.95 for the first and second experiments,

experiment 1

experiment 2

Qns.

λi

δi

λi

δi

Q4
Q5
Q6

1.000
0.957
0.770

0.117
0.123

1.000
0.955
0.886

0.088
0.080

Order

0.80

Krippendorff's alpha score

Table 4: Factor loadings (λi ) and standard error (δi ) of the
model D i = λi ξ i + δi

DLR
ILR
RLR

0.60

0.40

0.20

0.00
−0.06
364

385

393

400

416

420

440

442

Topic ID

respectively. We confirmed consistency between user and system
difficulty, and finally we applied SEM to specify a model for the
composite factor – user topic difficulty. A Composite variable
difficulty (D i ) is estimated using the model:
D i = λi ξ i + δi
Here δi represents error associated to a rating, λi represents factor
loadings – latent variable estimates of questions – and ξ i is the
scaling factor. Table 4 shows the factor loadings and standard error
of the rating estimates of questions in the model. The scaling factors
(ξ i ) for experiments one and two is 1.103 and 1.056 respectively;
which is the sum of the number of questions (3) divided by the sum
of the factor loadings in each experiment.
The averages across the two experiments were then used to sort
topics by user difficulty. Lower values of the average score indicate
that users find the topics easier than higher average values of the
composite. The sorted list is divided into three equal segments
where equal number of topics will be in each of the segments.
The top 14 topics are put into the first segment and labeled as
user easy (UE), the bottom 14 topics into the third segment and
labeled as user hard (UH ), and the remaining middle 13 topics in the
second segment and labeled as user medium (UM). This method is
analogous to the method by Carterette et al. [8] to assign category
labels to topics using the AAP score (except we used a composite
of user ratings).
Easy and hard topics are the main focus of our study. Since
distinctions between system medium and user medium difficulty
are often ambiguous, and less interesting for this study, two system medium topics were included in the user study for calibration
purposes. Eight topics were ultimately selected from the different
classes shown in Table 3. The difference between assessor ratings
of topic difficulty between the CrowdFlower assessors and participants in the subsequent lab-based user study were analyzed
using an unpaired t-test. The result (t (13.481) = 0.8273,p = 0.422)
showed no significant difference between the self-ratings of the
two assessor groups, for the eight topics chosen for the lab user
study.
In response to RQ1, the evidence suggests that user difficulty is a
shared construct between CrowdFlower and lab user study groups
for the eight topics. In addition, the results reinforce the belief that
questions Q4, Q5 and Q6 in Table 1 can be used to measure user
topic difficulty.

Figure 4: Average pairwise agreement between our assessors
and TREC gold standard judgments, measured across an aggregate of topics and order using Krippendorff’s α on ratings
on a binary scale, flattening 0 and 1 to 0; and 2 and 3 to 1.

4.2

Document Presentation Order

This section further explores RQ2 – how does presentation ordering affect inter-rater agreement when judging the relevance of
documents? Inter-rater agreement can be measured between our
assessors and the TREC assessors; or between the assessors who
completed the assessment tasks. We call the agreement between our
assessors and TREC assessors gold agreement and the agreement
between our assessors inter-rater agreement.
Gold agreement. Gold agreement is measured by comparing each
assessor’s judgment with an existing TREC judgment. The TREC
judgments are binary, while our judgments are collected using a
4-level ordinal scale. The ordinal scales therefore need to be folded
into binary; we combine non-relevant and marginally relevant documents into a single non-relevant category, while relevant and
highly relevant documents are combined into a single relevant category [39]. Following the binary folding of ratings, Krippendorff’s α
is computed between each assessor and the gold ratings. Finally, the
result is aggregated across the topics, broken by the presentation
orders.
As can be seen in Figure 4, for all topics except 442, ILR ordering
has the highest gold agreement. The mean gold agreement scores
across the 8 topics are 0.539 for ILR, 0.446 for DLR, and 0.365 for RLR.
Topic 442 is one of the system hard topics; and the overall pairwise
agreement is the lowest compared to the other topics. In addition,
comparing the orderings within the topic itself, the agreement is
also the lowest (−0.057) in ILR as compared to DLR and RLR. This
overall lowest gold agreement of topic 442 might be due to the
number of relevant documents in the assessment list. According
to the findings of Al-Maskari et al. [1], topics with fewer relevant
documents result in proportionally more documents being judged
differently when compared to TREC assessments. Topic 442 and
385 have the lowest number of relevant documents compared to
the other topics in our experiment. Table 5 shows the count of
relevant documents in the TREC QRELs, and in our assessment list
as judged by the TREC assessors. Note that count of the number
of relevant documents in our assessment list and TREC QRELs is
performed after the the experiment is completed.

Table 5: Number of judged relevant by TREC assessors in the
original TREC QREL files and in the sample 30 documents
used for the lab user study as generated by the NTCIRPOOL
and our document sampling method.
Total docs. in

Table 7: Inter-rater agreement measured between assessors
using Krippendorff’s alpha (α) across individual topics with
ratings on a 4-level ordinal scale. Each topic is assessed by 8
assessors
Topic ID

Title

Document Ordering
ILR

DLR

RLR

#364
#420

Rabies
carbon monoxide
poisoning

0.965
0.755

0.843
0.533

0.883
0.460

2

#393
#442

mercy killing
heroic acts

0.836
0.727

0.731
0.596

0.360
0.225

125

9

#385

hybrid fuel cars

0.591

0.511

0.323

42

5

#400

amazon rain forest

0.866

0.510

0.315

54

4

#416

three gorges project

0.941

0.679

0.475

#440

child labor

0.802

0.652

0.449

UE
UH

User Easy
User Hard

0.775
0.869

0.643
0.614

0.450
0.413

SE
SM
SH

System Easy
System Medium
System Hard

0.862
0.766
0.788

0.629
0.595
0.659

0.553
0.399
0.345

0.810

0.632

0.430

Relevant docs. in

Topic ID

AAP

pool

uniq.

QREL (TREC)

QREL (TREC)

sample

#364
#420

0.45
0.38

5029
5897

961
812

1513
1136

35
33

7
4

#393
#442

0.04
0.01

4977
5959

1507
2101

2291
2679

71
94

6
1

#385

0.21

5100

921

1326

86

#400

0.42

5045

669

1009

#416

0.30

5890

1002

1235

#440

0.09

5964

1443

1830

Table 6: Number of assessors with a statistically significant
pairwise difference compared to TREC assessors as measured using unpaired t-test.
Topic ID
Order

#385

#393

#400

#420

#442

Total

ILR
DLR
RLR

6
1
4

0
1
2

0
2
4

0
0
1

8
5
3

14
9
14

Total

11

3

6

1

16

37

From Table 5 and Figure 4 it can be seen that the agreement in

ILR order is higher when there are 6 or more relevant documents

in the assessment list.
Out of a total of 192 assessors (considering each topic-assessor
combination as distinct), 37 assessors differed significantly in their
assessment with TREC assessors, as shown in Table 6. Our assessors
exhibit no significant difference on their relevance judgments when
compared to TREC assessors for three of the topics (#364, #416,
#420).
Inter-rater agreement. Inter-rater agreement is measured using
Krippendorff’s α and the results are shown in Table 7. The highest overall (All) inter-rater agreement is reported for ILR ordering
(0.810), much higher than for either DLR (0.632) or RLR (0.430). In
addition, between user easy and user hard topics, agreement is
higher in easy topics than hard topics for the other two ordering
(DLR and RLR). This is an interesting result, as ILR order might help
maximize agreement in user hard topics; which is the behavior we
would most like to address (decreasing relevance drift). The results
in Table 7 also show that the agreement for DLR ordering is higher
than in RLR ordering. Assessors using DLR ordering have the benefit
of learning more about the topic in the first few documents, which
may not be the case in RLR ordering. This might be the reason
for higher agreement in DLR than in RLR. It is worth noting that
this effect may not be true for real TREC assessors, as they are

All

typically topic originators, and therefore may have a clearer notion
of relevance for the topic before the assessment exercise begins.
Our findings focus on the case of gathering relevance assessments
for topics that do not originate from the assessor. These are very
different scenarios.
In response to RQ2, gold agreement is higher for easy topics
than hard (user or system), and ILR order has the highest overall
gold agreement (pairwise mean = 0.539) compared to DLR (pairwise
mean = 0.446) and RLR (pairwise mean = 0.365). In addition, the
overall results show that inter-rater agreement was highest in ILR.
In other words, presentation ordering using ILR helps assessors
converge on the notion of relevance more quickly when compared
to the other two orderings.

4.3

Topic Difficulty and Document Ordering
Interaction

To answer RQ3, which focuses on the interaction between topic
difficulty and presentation order, we adopted a GLMM (full model)
for the gold agreement comparisons rather than using inter-rater
agreement, in order to consider three research variables simultaneously, i.e., the order, user difficulty, system difficulty and their
interactions.
Before exploring the interactions, the order and system difficulty
effects were compared with the gold assessments, as shown in
Table 8 (σs2 = 0.056, X 2 = 3.62, df = 2, p < 0.01, and X 2 = 11.14, df
= 2, p < 0.001, respectively). The results on order effects indicate
that users judging in ILR order exhibited higher gold agreement
than when using RLR order (86.9% vs 83.3% for the ILR and RLR

Table 8: Gold agreement for each order, broken by user and system difficulties, and the interactions between the order and
difficulty.

ILR

DLR

RLR

p-value
Order

Difficulty

Interaction

User difficulty [%]

UE
UH

85.92
88.60

87.92
83.89

84.83
80.80

*

0.259

**

System difficulty [%]

SE
SM
SH

92.10
81.67
85.28

86.50
85.83
86.67

85.69
78.33
84.31

*

***

**

*Significant at 0.05 level. ** Significant at 0.01 level. *** Significant at 0.001 level.

orders, respectively), although there is no significant difference
between ILR and DLR orderings (86.4%). Surprisingly, the assessors
showed similar gold agreement with system easy and hard topics,
but the agreement with system medium topics was lower than the
others (88.1%, 85.4%, and 81.9% for system easy, hard, and medium,
respectively).
For the interaction between the order and user difficulty, we
found significant effects relative to the gold assessments (X 2 = 5.30,
df = 2, p < 0.01). As shown in Table 8, RLR order displays only
84.83% for user easy topics, which is significantly lower than DLR
order (87.92%). For user hard topics, assessors showed the highest
gold agreement (88.60%) with the ILR order, whereas they recorded
83.89% and 80.80% with the DLR and RLR orders, respectively. This
indicates that the ILR order is superior when assessing user hard
topics.
Order and system difficulty also show significant interactions
with respect to gold agreement (X 2 = 4.17, df = 4, p < 0.01).
Table 8 shows that the assessors, for system easy topics, had higher
gold agreement with ILR order (92%) than with other orders (86%
for both DLR and RLR orders). Our participants also recorded the
worst gold agreement with the RLR order (78%) in the cases of using
system medium topics, and they exhibit no significant difference
with system hard topics.
Summarizing the above results for RQ3, assessors using ILR
tended to exhibit significantly higher gold agreement for user hard
and system easy topics, and performed better or similarly for other
levels of topic difficulty. In addition, RLR order seems to be the
worst with respect to gold agreement across all combinations of
topic difficulty.
For the effect of presentation order, we cannot say that ILR order
is overwhelmingly superior when considering each result by user
and system difficulties as shown in the result of inter-rater agreement, but ILR order is generally better than RLR order, and is better
or similar to the DLR order in the gold agreement. In particular,
hard topics seem to be much more consistent when using ILR, which
is an important finding.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

This study was designed to investigate three key research questions
about defining and measuring user topic difficulty, and the effects
of document presentation order and their interactions.

Limitations. We carefully designed two large scale user studies;
however, a number of limitations should be considered. First, we
acknowledge that these results may not represent the search behavior of the general public, although we conducted the crowdsourcing
and laboratory user studies with large numbers of participants (103
and 96, respectively). Second, we assumed that participants can
maintain their concentration for an hour in a lab-based setting, although to mitigate this issue participants were able to take a break
between each topic exercise, and they were allowed to leave at
any point during the experiment if they felt uncomfortable. Third,
while we carefully selected topics to represent different levels of
user and system difficulty, in order to meet available resources the
final study used a selection of eight topics, and so the presence of
other topic effects cannot be ruled out.
Conclusions. For the first research question, we analyzed topic
difficulty from the perspective of users through a questionnaire.
Our findings across both crowdworker and lab-based participants
suggest that user difficulty is a shared construct which can be
measured using related variables such as perceived difficulty to
search information, difficulty to determine document relevance, and
an overall perception of topic difficulty given a topic. Our results
show that the chosen representations of user and system difficulty
are orthogonal; for our study we therefore carefully selected a range
of topics that cover a range of both user and system difficulty.
For the second research question regarding the effect of presentation ordering, we explored using gold agreement (agreements
between our assessors and the TREC judgments) and inter-rater
agreement (the agreement between the assessors’ judgments). The
key finding is that our proposed presentation order (ILR) is the
most effective order to maximize agreement (both inter-rater and
agreement with TREC judgments) and consistency of relevance
judgments across the different classes of topic difficulty investigated in this research. In particular, a level of inter-rater agreement
of 0.81 was obtained using our new method, compared to 0.63 and
0.42 for decreasing relevance and random orderings. This finding
and has direct application for the design of reusable test collections.
For the third research question about the interaction between
presentation order and topic difficulty, we investigated the effect of
interaction among document presentation ordering, user difficulty
and system difficulty. We found significant interactions between
order and topic difficulty (user and system), that is, the proposed

ordering, ILR, contributes to the higher consistency of relevance
judgments than the other two orderings, especially for both system
and user hard topics.
Overall, our proposed method of document ordering improves
the consistency of relevance judgments and agreement between two
or more assessors. The performance of ILR is superior compared to
DLR and RLR when comparing the judgments with the gold standard,
and the technique also leads to higher inter-rater agreement. The
technique therefore offers a direct benefit when creating new test
collections, without requiring any additional resources.
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